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Center News 

In-Service Day 

Just a friendly reminder that we will be closed to all students on President’s Day (Monday, 

February 17th, 2020) for Teacher In-Service day. Our staff will be doing intensive training, 

working in their classrooms, and doing some team building activities.  

Valentine’s Day 

Our classroom Valentine’s Day parties will be held on Valentine’s Day in all six of the classrooms. 

Preschool parties will take place 10:30am-11:30am and the Toddler and Infant classroom parties will 

take place from 2:30pm-3:30pm. Children are welcome to bring valentines for their classmates if they 

would like to. Please make sure all treats are store bought, peanut-free, and individually wrapped. 

Class lists will be available in the lobby in the next few days. Don’t forget to wear red!  

Picture Day 

Picture day will take place on Tuesday, February 25th starting at 7:15am. An email with more 

details will be sent out mid-February so keep an eye out for that! Picture forms will also be sent 

home the week before pictures and are due back to the classroom by Friday, February 21st.  

 

Camp Smile Visit 

Camp Smile Pediatric Dentistry will be coming out to Radiant again this year on Thursday, February 27th 

to give each classroom a short 20-minute presentation on proper dental hygiene. Children will also 

have the opportunity to learn about what a visit to the dentist entails and see some of the tools dentists use each day. 

Doorbell 

As you all have probably noticed, we recently installed a new doorbell. Our new doorbell has 

audio and video capabilities and is directly connected to the cell phones of Radiant 

Management. While this feature is very helpful if we are in a classroom and can’t get to the door 

right away or miss hearing the doorbell chime, it can be distracting when children ring the 

doorbell unnecessarily. We ask that you please do not allow your child to ring the doorbell 

unless you do not have a key fob and you need someone to let you in the building.  

Drinking Fountains 

We want to keep our drinking fountains in good working condition. To accomplish this, 

please help your child to push and hold the button while getting a drink instead of pushing 

it multiple times repeatedly. Not only does this cause wear on the mechanisms inside the 

drinking fountain, but is also very noisy and wasteful.  
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Children’s House One  

 

We had so many great learning experiences in January! We started the month 

with science – we learned about animal coverings (fur, scales, and feathers), 

then switched to geography when we learned about Australia (the territories, 

animals, and some of the foods and musical instruments). We also learned the 

names of the four oceans, made world maps, and are beginning our lessons on 

landforms. 

We also spent a lot of time with addition, learning the teen numbers, and 

counting by tens. Many of the students now have a good grasp of the decimal 

system up to the 1000th place! 

Finally, language has seen some big leaps. We've been busy combining letter sounds 

and starting to form words. A few kids are even using picture puzzles to create their 

own three letter words and writing them down. 

Next month, we will be continuing our work on the oceans and discussing some of 

the animals and plants that live there. We will also be exploring the countries, 

cultures, and animal habitats of Asia. In addition to that, we'll be adding subtraction 

work to our math area and continuing to add to our language shelf. 

It will be a busy month, and we're excited to get started with our students. 

 

Ms. Sarah and Ms. Grace R 
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Children’s House Two 

 

Hello Families, 

 

We had a very busy month in January. We will look to continue building on past lessons 

going into February. 

In the mathematics area of work, we have been working on to 1-10 number counting, 

teens boards, addition to 20, tens boards, 100 board, and the decimal system. We will be 

starting Introduction to the Golden Beads and operations 

with change game, and multiplication very soon with those 

who are ready. 

The language area of work has included sound work. We 

have many beginning readers working very hard on their new skills, and established readers 

learning new vocabulary. We are hard at work learning writing skills by tracing, punching 

work, metal insets, and writing journals. The children are really enjoying learning all of their 

new skills and are taking great pride in work well done. 

The sensorial area of the class is generally where you find the younger children and lessons 

such as the pink tower, brown stairs, and knobbed cylinders. With that being said, we are 

bringing the older children back to these lessons and revisiting them. The understanding of 

the older children will be much greater now that they are older and wiser. There are also more advanced sensorial 

lessons for older children to enjoy such as the color box III, the trinomial cube, and building and naming shapes with 

triangle boxes. 

We continue to talk about our puzzle maps and learn the names of new places. In January, 

we went on a “field trip” to the Arctic, Antarctica, and Australia, and learned greater 

details about each continent and area. Learning about presidents and celebrating 

Valentine’s Day with arts and crafts is our goal for the month of February. In the art area, 

we continue to talk about primary colors and will introduce secondary colors. 

We have had many hard working friends that are happily 

working on their skills and enjoying their days with friends. 

 

Sincerely, Ms. Bawani, Ms. Julie & Ms. Michelle 
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Children’s House Three 

Casa 3 families, the first month of the year already has gone so fast. With so many 

exciting stories, the month nurtured our classroom’s speech skills and nourished 

vocabulary with diverse language activities. And we entered into a new phase with 

hopes to make us dream and step into the life of abundance. In spite of the thick-

accumulated snow outside, we are waiting for signals to inform us of upcoming 

spring and a new season. 

It was a good chance for the children to explore winter and Antarctic (and Artic) 

theme works with vivid sensorial experiences. We learned about ice, snow, 

glaciers, and diverse sea animals with discussions and aesthetic sensorial figure 

and card materials. Despite the cold outside, we learned indirectly about the 

southern hemisphere’s opposite climate and animals, particularly in Australia. We briefly 

introduced the differences between weather and climate to the children, and how they affect 

our lifestyle and environmental changes seasonally. 

Greeting Martin Luther King Jr day, we had time to honor his 

legacy and commitment to creating change. We also learned about 

his dedication and contribution to society and talked about our 

own hopes and dreams of living in a compassionate society. We 

talked about his life and sacrifice in his fight for equal rights, and 

the freedom we are all privileged with now.  

We also learned about East Asia’s New Year celebration through diverse visual activities and 

by creating Chinese lanterns. This allowed us to see how people of different cultures live and 

celebrate various holidays. Continuing on with geography, we worked with various puzzle 

maps. This helped to build not only strong concentration but also absorbent memory and patience to work for a long 

period of time (30-60 minutes). 

We also had a very productive month with math works. We focused on 

mathematical mind tangible acquisition of quantity in all age groups. Children 

under the age of three were given some counting presentations and concrete 

materials daily to ease the disjunction between symbolic numbers and real 

quantity. Children over the age of four were challenged with 4-digit math 

operations and 2-digit multiplication and division works. 

Looking forward to February, we will observe and celebrate Groundhog’s Day and 

Valentine’s Day. We will discuss how to respect, love, and care about others.  

Finally, our community keeps growing! Leo Paulson is moving up from the Toddler classroom 

and is already showing great interest in all works and peer relationships. We all welcome him 

with warm hearts and gentle introductions of ourselves. 

 

Mr. CS, Ms. Shomalie, and Ms. Regina 
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Toddler Room 
 

Hello Parents, 

The cold month of January was filled with so much snow, change 

in our classroom, and growth from your children. We are happy 

everyone stayed safe during the storms. The Toddler room is also 

excited to welcome back Ms. Alyssa; she is here to stay! 

We learned so much during the month of January! We explored 

amazing animals from the ocean, artic, and jungle, along with 

animals you would meet on a farm. In addition to animals, we 

focused on the number 5, the color black, the letters M, N, and O, 

and the crescent shape. 

February will be filled with learning about community helpers including doctors, dentists, police officers, and firefighters. 

We will focus on the number 6, the color pink, the heart shape, and the letters P, Q, and R. Our practical life skills to 

work will include putting on bandages, cleaning dishes, setting the table, and using a napkin. Be on the lookout for these 

things at home! 

We would love your help for one of our activities in February! If 

you have items or books at home that relate to our months topic 

of ‘Community Helpers,’ please bring them in to share with the 

class. One small request though, please refrain from sending toys. 

Our friends enjoy sharing things from home and it sparks interest 

in learning when personal connections from home to school can 

be made. When bringing items in, please leave them on our 

counter at drop-off with your child's name on it isn’t overlooked in 

their cubby and so we make sure it gets back to you.  

Quick reminder for this month: please be sure to have two pairs of shoes labeled with your child’s name at school. With 

the slushy wet snow mix we have outside, we want to keep our classroom the cleanest it can be. One pair of shoes 

should be designated inside shoes that are clean and free from outside dirt while the second pair should be outside 

shoes that can get wet and dirty. Please switch shoes at both pick-up and drop-off. Thank you!  

Last but not least, we would like to say goodbye to Dylan as he 

transitions to Children’s House 1. While we are sad to see him 

move up, we are excited to see where he goes! We are also sad 

to say goodbye to Colton as he and his family are moving away 

but wish them all the best on their new adventure. As we say 

goodbye to old friends, we are excited to welcome two new 

friends, Levi and Miles. Please introduce yourself if you see new 

faces in our classroom.  

- Ms. Amanda and Ms. Alyssa  
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Transition Room 

Happy February! 

 

The month of January seemed to fly by! The theme of the past 

month has been animals. We learned about a variety of animals 

including those from the jungle, arctic, sea, and farm. The 

children loved listening to each different animal noise but some 

of their favorite activities were the sink and float fish game, pig 

round up, and the smelling sensory activity we did.  

Even though we learned a lot about a variety of animals, we also 

focused on our Montessori lessons. Recently, the children have been very curious about 

laundry because we do it quite a bit in the classroom so we started to teach the children 

how to fold washcloths and towels. They love being great helpers and are always so proud 

of the end result! We also have been doing different lessons with animals. We started 

identifying common animals by their infant names such as calf, puppy, kitten, etc. We then give the infant name to the 

children and ask them to find that animal in the classroom. This activity makes it a little more difficult for the child to 

find a certain animal but they enjoy the challenge! 

This upcoming month is all about community helpers and we will learn about doctors, dentists, 

firefighters and police officers. I have a few fun activities planned such as a flash light scavenger 

hunt for "bad guys," learning how to stop, drop, and roll, and how to brush your teeth properly. 

A few short announcements: please make sure that you have written your child's full name on 

their nap belongings (blankets, sheets, and stuffed animals). For the most part, we can figure 

out which blankets belong to each child but sometimes it gets tricky. Also, please consider 

donating flowers to the classroom so we can learn about and practice arranging flowers! We 

have a sign-up sheet right outside of the classroom and we would really appreciate flowers to 

brighten up the classroom. 

 

As always, if you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call or email me at 

abby@radiant-montessori.com. Thanks and I hope you have a wonderful rest of your day! 

Ms. Abby, Ms. Bao, and Ms. Sofie 
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Infant Room 

 

Hello Families, 

Welcome to February. January was very fun and busy for the infants. A lot of our infants are starting to roll, sit, pull 

themselves up, and some are even walking! We had fun painting and coloring, playing with snow, reading books, chasing 

balls, and being extra silly! 

For February we have a few Valentine's Day projects planned and we will be working on opposites. We will be working 

with hard and soft, warm and cold, up and down, open and closed, loud and quiet, front and back, and sweet and sour. 

Thanks and have a great rest of your day. 

Ms. Dawn, Ms. Shyla, Ms. Husna, and Ms. Aida 

 

 

 

 

 

 


